HB 4021 - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators, Allow guardianship petitions probate judges to schedule certain hearings before minor turns 18 years of age. (Kosowski, Robert (D), 01/12/17)
(Status: 01/18/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 01/12/2017)

HB 4040 - VEHICLES, Registration, Exempt senior citizens from vehicle registration fees increases. (Camilleri, Darrin (D), 01/12/17)
(Status: 01/18/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 01/12/2017)

HB 4043 - LAW ENFORCEMENT, Communications, Establish missing senior and vulnerable adult plan. (Farrington, Diana (R), 01/18/17)
(Status: 01/24/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 01/18/2017)

HB 4171 - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators, Authorize a guardian to sign physician orders for scope of treatment form. (Cox, Laura (R), 02/07/17)
(Status: 11/09/2017 - assigned PA 155'17 with immediate effect)

HB 4297 - CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, Evidence, Create presumption that certain documents affecting real property are forged or counterfeit. (Love, Leslie (D), 03/02/17)
(Status: 03/07/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 03/02/2017)

HB 4312 - OCCUPATIONS, Attorneys, Modify eligibility requirements for attorney licensed in another state to practice law in Michigan. (LaFave, Beau (R), 03/07/17)
(Status: 06/15/2017 - substitute H-1 adopted and amended)

HB 4410 - PROBATE, Wills and Estates, Allow exempt property decedent to exclude adult child by written instrument. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 03/23/17)
(Status: 02/15/2018 - REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY)

Senate Committee Hearing: 04/17/2018 Judiciary (HB 4410 on Agenda) - Click for More Info

HB 4469 - SENIOR CITIZENS, Other, Provide for eligibility for participation in senior farmers' market nutrition program (SFMNP) and create a rotating distribution process (Guerra, Vanessa (D), 03/30/17)
(Status: 04/19/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 03/30/2017)

HB 4532 - PA 54 - PROPERTY, Recording, Modify marital status in instruments conveying or mortgaging real estate. (Whiteford, Mary (R), 04/26/17)
(Status: 06/20/2017 - assigned PA 54'2017 with immediate effect)

HB 4588 - OCCUPATIONS, Securities, Require financial advisors to report suspected cases of financial abuse of elderly or other vulnerable adults and posting of information. (Brinks, Winnie (D), 05/04/17)
(Status: 05/09/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 05/04/2017)

HB 4589 - OCCUPATIONS, Securities, Require financial advisors to report suspected cases of financial abuse of elderly or other vulnerable adults. (Graves, Joseph (R), 05/04/17)
HB 4684 - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators, Allow limited guardianship to supervise access to incapacitated individuals relative. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 05/31/17)
(Status: 06/06/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 05/31/2017)

HB 4686 - HOUSING, Affordable, Authorize local units to impose rent limitation for senior citizens and individuals with disabilities and provide for tax exemptions and specific tax. (Chang, Stephanie (D), 05/31/17)
(Status: 06/06/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 05/31/2017)

HB 4751 - FAMILY LAW, Marriage and Divorce, Clarify enforceability of prenuptial agreements. (Kesto, Klint (R), 06/13/17)
(Status: 01/30/2018 - PLACED ON ORDER OF THIRD READING WITH SUBSTITUTE S-1)

HB 4752 - PROBATE, Wills and Estates, Revise fee ratio and reporting requirement and remove sunset (Kesto, Klint (R), 06/08/17)
(Status: 02/22/2018 - assigned PA 33'18 with immediate effect)

HB 4754 - COURTS, Jurisdiction, Authorize inter-circuit concurrent jurisdiction plan. (Barrett, Tom (R), 06/13/17)
(Status: 06/14/2017 - referred to Committee on Judiciary)

HB 4821 - PROBATE, Wills and Estates, Require appointment of the state or county public administrator as personal representative of a decedents estate in a formal proceeding and modify powers and duties of public administrators acting as personal representatives. (Runestad, Jim (R), 07/12/17)
(Status: 02/06/2018 - assigned PA 13'18 with immediate effect)

HB 4822 - PROBATE, Wills and Estates, Require appointment of the state or county public administrator as personal representative of a decedents estate in a formal proceeding and modify powers and duties of public administrators acting as personal representatives. (Ellison, Jim (D), 07/12/17)
(Status: 02/06/2018 - assigned PA 14'18 with immediate effect)

HB 4885 - CRIMES, Embezzlement, Increase penalties for stealing, embezzling, or converting personal or real property from a vulnerable adult. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 08/16/17)
(Status: 09/06/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 08/16/2017)

HB 4886 - CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, Sentencing Guidelines, Increase penalties for embezzlement from vulnerable adult. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 08/16/17)
(Status: 09/06/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 08/16/2017)

HB 4887 - OCCUPATIONS, Pawnbrokers, Establish hold process for pawned goods. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 08/16/17)
(Status: 03/08/2018 - REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE)

HB 4905 - PROPERTY TAX, Principal Residence Exemption, Modify principal residence exemption for individual residing in nursing home or assisted living facility (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 09/07/17)
(Status: 04/12/2018 - PLACED ON ORDER OF THIRD READING)

HB 4931 - CIVIL PROCEDURE, Civil Actions, Create financial exploitation liability act (Kosowski, Robert L. (D), 09/13/17)
(Status: 09/14/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 09/13/2017)

HB 4959 - FAMILY LAW, Marriage and Divorce, Require prenuptial and postnuptial agreements to be enforceable. (Hoitenga, Michele (R), 09/14/17)
(Status: 09/19/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 09/14/2017)

HB 4994 - SENIOR CITIZENS, Crimes, Provide for public relations campaign to prevent elder abuse. (Kosowski, Robert L.
HB 4995 - SENIOR CITIZENS, Crimes, Require neglect and mistreatment of senior citizens the department of health and human services to collect and analyze data. (Kosowski, Robert L. (D), 09/20/17)
(Status: 09/26/2017 - introduced by Representative Robert Kosowski)

HB 4996 - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators, Expand notification requirement of guardians. (Kosowski, Robert L. (D), 09/20/17)
(Status: 09/26/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 09/20/2017)

HB 5037 - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators, Provide for power of guardian to implant a tracking device with a ward. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 09/27/17)
(Status: 09/28/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 09/27/2017)

HB 5073 - CIVIL PROCEDURE, Alternate Dispute resolution, Revise procedures for mediation and case evaluation of civil actions. (Kesto, Klint (R), 10/10/17)
(Status: 10/17/2017 - reported with recommendation for referral to Committee on Law and Justice)

HB 5075 - PROBATE, Patient Advocates, Provide for court determination of whether a patient advocate is acting within his or her authority or in a patient's best interest. (Cole, Triston (R), 10/10/17)
(Status: 10/11/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 10/10/2017)

HB 5076 - HEALTH, Other, Establish procedure to require physician and hospital to obtain the consent of certain persons to withhold or withdraw a life-sustaining treatment. (Noble, Jeff (R), 10/10/17)
(Status: 10/11/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 10/10/2017)

HB 5152 - HEALTH, Patient Directives, Create non-opioid directive form. (Singh, Sam (D), 10/19/17)
(Status: 04/10/2018 - REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON HEALTH POLICY)

HB 5153 - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators, Allow a guardian to execute a non-opioid directive form. (Canfield, Edward (R), 10/19/17)
(Status: 04/10/2018 - REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON HEALTH POLICY)

HB 5323 - CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, Pretrial Procedure, Modify process for expunction and destruction of DNA samples and identification profiles. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 12/06/17)
(Status: 12/12/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 12/06/2017)

HB 5362 - PROBATE, Trusts, Modify information required in a certificate of trust. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 12/13/17)
(Status: 12/28/2017 - bill electronically reproduced 12/13/2017)

HB 5398 - PROBATE, Trusts, Allow use of a certificate of trust under the estates and protected individuals code for a trust that affects real property. (Lucido, Peter J. (R), 01/11/18)
(Status: 01/16/2018 - bill electronically reproduced 01/11/2018)

HB 5443 - TAXATION, Estates, Repeal Michigan estate tax act. (Johnson, Steven (R), 01/24/18)
(Status: 01/25/2018 - bill electronically reproduced 01/24/2018)

HB 5456 PA 100 - CIVIL PROCEDURE, Civil Actions, Enact asbestos bankruptcy trust claims transparency act. (Wentworth, Jason (R), 01/30/18)
(Status: 04/10/2018 - assigned PA 100'18 with immediate effect)
HB 5546  - PROPERTY TAX, Assessments, Allow transfer of ownership from a general or limited partnership to certain individuals to be exempt from uncapping taxes after transfer. (Inman, Larry (R), 02/13/18)
(Status: 02/14/2018 - bill electronically reproduced 02/13/2018)

SB 0039  - PROBATE, Other, Revise exceptions to definition of surviving spouse in relation to a funeral representative. (Jones, Rick (R), 01/18/17)
(Status: 04/18/2017 - ASSIGNED PA 0020'17 WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT)

SB 0049  - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators, Modify provision related to compensation for professional guardian or professional conservator. (Booher, Darwin (R), 01/18/17)
(Status: 10/31/2017 - ASSIGNED PA 0136'17 WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT)

SB 0071  - VEHICLES, Registration, Exempt vehicle registration fees senior citizens from increases. (Ananich, Jim (D), 01/31/17)
(Status: 01/31/2017 - INTRODUCED BY SENATOR JIM ANANICH)

SB 0284  - PROPERTY, Recording, Remove requirement statement of marital status in instruments conveying or mortgaging real estate. (Jones, Rick (R), 03/29/17)
(Status: 04/26/2017 - referred to Committee on Financial Services)

SB 0345  - OCCUPATIONS, Securities, Require certain record keeping and posting of information for financial advisors to report suspected cases of financial abuse of elderly or other vulnerable adults (Jones, Rick (R), 05/02/17)
(Status: 05/02/2017 - INTRODUCED BY SENATOR STEVEN BIEDA)

SB 0346  - OCCUPATIONS, Securities, Require financial advisors to report suspected cases of financial abuse of elderly or other vulnerable adults (Ananich, Jim (D), 05/02/17)
(Status: 02/01/2018 - HOUSE SUBSTITUTE H-2 CONCURRED IN)

SB 0378  - SENIOR CITIZENS, Housing, Amend home for the aged definition and create an exemption from licensing. (Knollenberg, Marty (R), 05/16/17)
(Status: 11/28/2017 - ASSIGNED PA 167'17 WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT)

SB 0525  - COURTS, Reorganization, Modify reorganization of courts and number of judgeships (Jones, Rick (R), 09/06/17)
(Status: 01/30/2018 - ASSIGNED PA 06'18 WITH IMMEDIATE EFFECT)

SB 0540  - PROPERTY TAX, Assessments, Modify definition of transfer of ownership and certain excluded transfers. (Schuitmaker, Tonya (R), 09/07/17)
(Status: 09/07/2017 - INTRODUCED BY SENATOR TONYA SCHUITMAKER)

SB 0597  - HEALTH, Other, Establish procedure to withhold or withdraw a life-sustaining treatment to require physician and hospital to obtain the consent of certain persons. (Proos, John (R), 09/28/17)
(Status: 09/28/2017 - INTRODUCED BY SENATOR JOHN PROOS)

SB 0598  - PROBATE, Patient Advocates, Provide for court determination of whether a patient advocate is acting within his or her authority or in a patient's best interest (Proos, John (R), 09/28/17)
(Status: 09/28/2017 - INTRODUCED BY SENATOR JOHN PROOS)

SB 0644  - TORTS, Liability, Enact insurance agents liability act. (Jones, Rick (R), 11/01/17)
(Status: 11/01/2017 - INTRODUCED BY SENATOR RICK JONES)

SB 0713  - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators, Provide for visitation procedures for isolated adults. (Marleau, Jim (R), 12/06/17)
(Status: 02/15/2018 - REPORTED FAVORABLY WITH SUBSTITUTE S-1)
**SB 0731** - PROPERTY, Recording. Change requirement that an instrument be filed to recorded. (Zorn, Dale (R), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0732** - PROPERTY, Recording. Modify recording waiver of mortgage priority. (Zorn, Dale (R), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0733** - LAND USE, Other. Modify certified survey map requirements. (Zorn, Dale (R), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0734** - PROPERTY, Recording. Require trust to be recorded separately under conveyance of a trust. (Conyers, Ian (D), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0735** - PROPERTY, Recording. Require death certificate for joint tenant to be recorded separately from deed. (Knezek, David (D), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0736** - PROPERTY, Recording. Remove recording requirements from exception for wills. (Hertel Jr., Curtis (D), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0737** - PROPERTY, Recording. Require recording with register of deeds an English translation document to be included. (Hertel Jr., Curtis (D), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0738** - PROPERTY, Recording. Provide certificates of correction for recording fee. (Proos, John (R), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0739** - PROPERTY, Condemnation. Repeal prima facie evidence of ownership in fourth class cities. (Proos, John (R), 12/13/17)  
(Status: 02/14/2018 - referred to Committee on Local Government)

**SB 0784** - HEALTH, Emergency Response. Allow a parent or guardian to execute do-not-resuscitate order on behalf of a minor child. (Warren, Rebekah (D), 01/25/18)  
(Status: 02/22/2018 - REPORTED FAVORABLY WITH SUBSTITUTE S-2)

**SB 0785** - EDUCATION, School Districts. Establish filing, storage, and notice rules regarding do-not-resuscitate orders and revocations of do-not-resuscitate orders. (Jones, Rick (R), 01/25/18)  
(Status: 01/25/2018 - INTRODUCED BY SENATOR RICK JONES)

**SB 0786** - PROBATE, Guardians and Conservators. Authorize a guardian of a minor to execute a do-not-resuscitate order. (Warren, Rebekah (D), 01/25/18)  
(Status: 02/22/2018 - REPORTED FAVORABLY WITH SUBSTITUTE S-1)

**SB 0827** - EDUCATION, School Districts. Create filing, storage and notice rules regarding do-not-resuscitate orders and comfort or care plans and limitation liability for providing a comfort or care measure. (Jones, Rick (R), 02/15/18)  
(Status: 02/22/2018 - REPORTED FAVORABLY WITH SUBSTITUTE S-1)

**SB 0905** - PROBATE, Trusts. Allow trust property treated as property held as tenants by the entirety under certain circumstances. (Jones, Rick (R), 03/15/18)  
(Status: 03/15/2018 - INTRODUCED BY SENATOR RICK JONES)